
 

Physics GCSE 
Topic: Heat Capacity 

(Notes)



Q1)What is Heat? 

 A1) Heat is the sum/total of all the kinetic energies of all the particle in a system.

Q2) What are the units of Heat? 

 A2)Heat is measured in Joules.

Q3) What is the device used to measure Heat? 

 A3)Heat is measured using a calorimeter.

Q4) Draw a diagram to show what is Heat. 

 A4)

 

 Heat =  E1  +  E2   + E3

Q5) What is the direction of flow of Heat? 

 A5)Heat always flows from a hot object to a cold object.

Q6) What is meant by Heat-capacity? 

 A6) Heat capacity is the amount of energy that can be stored in an object.

Q7) What is meant by specific Heat-capacity? 

E1        E2       E3



 A7) Specific Heat capacity is the energy required by an object to raise the temperature of
 +1kg mass 1 C

Q8) What is the equation that links energy, mass, specific Heat capacity and 
temperature? 

 A8)    Energy = mass × specific Heat capacity × change in temperature

Q9) Calculate the energy required by water in the following:    

 (i) -    m= 10 kg  ,  c= 4200  ,       T =   20 C°

  Q   = m × c ×     T      

 = 10 × 4200 × 20             

 = 840000 J            

   (ii)-  m= 3kg ,  c=4200 , △T = 7C°

(iii)- m=1.5 kg  , C°= 4200, △T = 10C° 

(iv)-  m= 8 kg      ,  C° = 4200 ,  △T = 2C° 

Q = m × c ×     T



(v)-    m=9 kg      ,  C° = 4200 ,  △T = 25C° 

(vi)-   m= 10 kg   ,  C° =4200  ,  △T = 10C° 

(vii)-  m= 7.5 kg  ,  C° = 4200 ,  △ T = 3 C° 

(viii)- m= 3.2 kg  ,  C° =4200 ,   △ T = 15C° 



Q10) What are the units of specific Heat capacity? 

A10) The units of Specific Heat capacity are: 

         Joules per kg K 

              ( J / kg K) 

Q11) What is meant by Latent heat of fusion? 

A11) Latent means Hidden 

         Fusion means melting  

Latent heat of fusion is the energy required to melt a substance at it melting point. 

Q12) What is meant by Specific Latent Heat of fusion ? 

A12) Specific Latent Heat of fusion is the amount of energy required to melt a 1kg mass of 
substance of its melting point ( without a change in temperature). 

Q13) What is the formula to find Latent Heat of fusion ? 

A13) Energy = mass × Latent Heat of fusion  

         Q    = m × l (f)  

Q14) What does the graph look like for Latent Heat of fusion? 

A14) The graph of Latent Heat of fusion looks like that: 



Q15) Draw a graph for specific Heat capacity? 

A15)  

Q16) What is meant by Latent Heat  of vaporisation? 

A16) Amount of heat required to vaporise a 1kg mass of liquid. 

Q17) What is the letter used to represent latent heat of vaporisation? 

A17) Latent Heat of vaporisation is represented by using 

Q18) What is the equation used to calculate Latent Heat of vaporisation ? 

A18) Q =  m ×          


